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ABSTRACT 

"Discrete Nonlinear Inverse Filtering” 

Sarah Ann Rajala 

A new mathematical derivation is developed for the 

solution of the problem of nonlinear inverse filtering. It 

is derived for systems with finite deterministic signals» 

i. e. » the output y of the system is a finite set of data 

samples. It is assumed that the system generating this 

output can be represented by a discrete Volterra series# the 

kernels of this series being known. With knowledge of both 

the output and these nonlinear kernels# the model is derived 

for the nonlinear inverse filter. The output of this filter 

x<n) is the best approximation to the original input x(n) in 

a least squares sense. 

In order to guarantee that the series will converge# 

it was assumed that the nonlinearities are not too violent. 

Under this assumption* the proposed formulation works well. 

It has been tested with quadratic and/or cubic 

nonlinearities in the system. In these tests# the inputs 

used were a sampled unit step and a sampled sinusoid. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 Historical Review 

One of the most appealing features of nonlinear 

analysis is the continuity it brings to a large variety of 

problems in science and mathematics. Nonlinear phenomena 

arise naturally in the physical sciences! the life sciences» 

and in the theory of differential and difference equations. 

Each of these areas exhibits interesting combinations of 

nonlinear problems. 

Although all these systems exhibit nonlinearities in 

some form» no unified approach for the analysis and/or 

synthesis of nonlinear systems is presently available. It 

is fortunate that some of the physical systems can be 

studied through the linearized models for which a well- 

developed theory exists. However» there are circumstances 

when one is forced to consider a nonlinear model for a 

system. Some of the features of the behavior of a physical 

system may not be explained from a linear model» or one may 

be interested in introducing intentional nonlinearities into 

the system. Some examples where nonlinear modeling is 

advantageous are communications systems» nonlinear control 

systems» communications receivers» and imaging systems. 

Another example is nonlinear filtering. In many practical 



cases» nonlinear filters will perform better than linear 

filters. Nonlinear compensators are also used to improve 

the performance of control systems. 

One interesting and immediately relevant approach to 

the analysis of nonlinear systems is based on the Volterra 

functional series Cll representation. This can be 

considered a generalization of a linear convolution. It was 

first applied by Wiener £21 to the analysis of nonlinear 

systems» specifically to find the response of a nonlinear 

device to noise. Since Wiener £31 first began his work» 

many other researchers have delved into this area of 

nonlinear analysis. 

Along with Wiener at M. I. T. * George» Brilliant» 

Zames» Parente» and Bose £4-81 continued developing the 

theory for continuous nonlinear systems. Van Trees £9*101 

developed the theory for applications to nonlinear control 

and communication systems» while Zadeh till worked on the 

representation of nonlinear operators. Barrett £121 used 

the Volterra series in the analysis of nonlinear physical 

systems» and Lee and Schetzen £13»141 developed a theory for 

the measurement of the nonlinear kernels. This takes into 

account most of the work done up to 1965. Since then» many 

people have developed the theory related to specific 

problems of interest. 

Around that time» work not only continued on 

continuous nonlinear problems» but work began on the 

analysis of nonlinear discrete systems. Our account of the 
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contributions in both of these areas beyond 1965 will be 

continued in Chapter 2. 

Much of the analysis of nonlinear systems is 

approached in a manner similar to the approach used for 

linear systems theory. In light of this and of the desire 

to compare the usefulness of the nonlinear theory to the 

previously formulated linear theory» we will begin Chapter 2 

with a review of linear systems theory. Both the time and 

frequency domain techniques will be considered in this 

presentation. After this review» we will present the 

Volterra functional series» and show how it has been used to 

date. This will give us a sufficient background to begin 

consideration of the problem to which this thesis addresses 

itself» i. e. » the solution of a nonlinear inverse filter. 

1. 2 Mhu a Nonlinear Inverse Filter? 

In the present study» the reason for considering the 

Volterra analysis is the desire to develop a nonlinear 

inverse filter. Until now» researchers and scientists have 

been primarily concerned with system identification» i. e. > 

determination of the nonlinear impulse responses» the 

kernels». Recently a presentation of the development of a 

forward nonlinear filter was given C34-351. These 

approaches are both desirable» but it is also of interest to 

consider the inverse problem. It is the purpose of this 

thesis to present a nonlinear inverse filter that is 
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applicable to nonlinear discrete systems. 

What is the inverse problem? It is the 

determination of the input to a system» assuming that some 

observations of the output and a representation of the 

system are knoum. The inverse filter is the system through 

which the output observations must be processed so that the 

desired input may be generated at the output of the inverse 

filter. This becomes a very complex problem when 

considering any nonlinear problem. 

1. 3 Summaru of the Presentation 

As stated above» the formulation of the theory for 

any nonlnear problem is complex. It is therefore desirable 

to have a well—developed theoretical background for a 

complete and relatively uncomplicated presentation of the 

derivation of this nonlinear inverse filter. 

Chapter 2 will be devoted to this theoretical 

background. As previously noted» we will first present 

general linear systems theory for two-dimensions. We are 

interested in the multidimensional discrete case» but for 

ease of presentation and comprehension it is sufficient to 

present the two-dimensional discrete case. We will continue 

with a presentation of the basic nonlinear theory upon which 

this thesis is based» i.e.» the Volterra functional series. 

The beginning of this section will include the original work 

on continuous systems» and then will be extended to the 
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nonlinear discrete formulation for the development of our 

nonlinear inverse filter. A presentation will then be made 

of a forward nonlinear filter C34-353* and will include one 

method for the determination of the nonlinear kernels C29D. 

This brings us up to date on the background 

theoretical developments. It is now possible to present the 

research problem of interest. Chapter 3 contains the 

theoretical developments that arose in solving the inverse 

filter. The first part of Chapter 3 contains the details of 

relating the Taylor series to the discrete Volterra series 

in an attempt to find a closed form for the error. The 

first attempt at the solution is presented next. This is a 

method using Contraction Mapping theory* but was set aside 

as a numerical procedure* due to its complexity. 

The solution that proved most fruitful is presented 

in Section 3.4. It is the solution by substitution inspired 

by the work of Robinson C383 on linear inverse filtering. 

Chapter 4 presents the results of our formulation. A 

general solution is presented* along with several examples 

of the filter. Lastly* Chapter 5 presents the conclusions 

and a summary of this work. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 

2. 1. INTRODUCTION 

Multidimensional discrete signals* that is* discrete 

signals whose domain is multidimensional* appear in a number 

of important engineering problems. Some of the areas where 

these problems occur are seismology* space imagery* weather 

forecasting* medicine* and biology. In the medical field* 

there are applications in radiographic scanning* acoustical 

holograms* and medical x-rays. Many of these problems can 

be adequately handled using linear digital signal processing 

techniques. However* when the signals being processed are 

generated by a system containing a nonlinearity it becomes 

necessary to appropriately modify and extend these 

techniques. This work develops an approach for nonlinear 

digital signal processing based on Volterra functional 

expansion method. 

2. 2. LINEAR SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 

Before examining the nonlinear problem under 

consideration* let us review the techniques for analyzing 

linear time-invariant (LTZ) multidimensional systems; such 

techniques C3A-373 will provide the basis for our treatment 
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of nonlinear processes. For a LTI system/ the basic 

convolution theorem is available. Let the two-dimensional 

sequence* x(n1>n2>* n1.n2 * -«»...» -1/ O» 1»...» » » be the 

input/ to a system with the impulse response <h<n1/n2)>. 

The output of this system is ■Cy(n1>n2)> defined by 

y(n1#n2) * x(n1/n2) * h<n1/n2) (2.2-1) 

oo oo 
“2 2 h(m1/m2)x (n1-m1/n2-m2) (2.2-2) 

nijK-œ m2«* -» 

00 oo 
“2 2 x(m1/m2)h(n1-m1/ n2-m2). (2.2-3) 

ID ^ s-oo m 2= * 00 

Suppose that we wish to determine the impulse 

response <h(n1#n2)> given that the system satisfies a linear 

constant coefficient difference equation of the form 

Mi M2 
Z X h(n^,m2y (n^—ro |/n 2—m 2) 

m1=0 m2“0 

Li L2 

“22 «ki.k-xtni-ki'na-ka»* (2.2-4) 
k,“0 k2“0 1 2 

where Ca^,* 3 and Cbmi,m2l are sets of constant coefficients. 

*From now on we will use curly brackets C...> to 
denote such a sequence# e. g. <x(n1/n2)>. 
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We may rewrite Equation (2.2-4) in the form of a 

recursive relation as follows 

Li L2 
y (n1t n2> «= £ 2 ak k x (n^k,, n2-k2 ) 

k^O k2*=0 

Hi M2 
”2 2 bm1.m2y<n1-»1#na-»2>. (2.2-5) 

m1=0 m2=0 

As we recall from one-dimensional techniques* in 

order to analyze this recursive relation digitally it is 

desirable to go into the frequency domain. Let us define 

the two-dimensional z-transform 

Z<x(n1*n2)> « X(z1*z2) 

= £ £ x(n1* n 2)z^
ni Zj "2' (2.2-6) 

n1 = -oo n2= -oo 

where z1#z2 are complex variables. We can express them in 

polar form 

Zt * r1exp(jui> z2 « r2exp(ju2>. (2.2-7) 

Equation (2.2-6) can now be rewritten as 

00 00 

X(r1exp( ju1)* r2exp( ju2) ) * £ 2 xtr»i*n2> 
Tl|= -CD n 2= "*0° 

• r^"1 i^2
2 exp(-j«1n1)exp(-j«2n2). (2.2-8) 
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Thus the two-dimensional z-transform can be interpreted as 

the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform of x(m«n) 

multiplied by r^ir^"2. 

The requirement for convergence of a two-dimensional 

z-transform is that x(n1»n2>z1
ni z2

n2 be absolutely summable. 

That is 

f £ lx (nt » n 2> zj"
1 z^"2 |< 00 . (2.2-9) 

n 1=-oo n2=- ®> 

The set of values of and z2 for which the z-transform 

converges define what is known as the region of convergence. 

This generally difficult to determine for the z-transform 

greater than one-dimension. 

It follows from elementary complex variable theory 

that the inverse z-transform is given by 

x (nt. n 2> 
<2TTJ 

dz1dz2 • 

*'c/c2 

(2. 2-10) 

where Ci and C2 are suitable closed contours. 

We are now able to take the z-transform of Equation 

(2.2-1). We thus have 

Y(Z1«Z2) = X(i1# Z2)H(Z1 » z2>. (2. 2-11) 
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From equation (2.2-4) 

Y(z-,» z2 )E 
Mi M2 
X X*w7kdmJ 
k=0 m=0 

Li L2 
** X< *, » z2 > E £ X 

i=0 j=0 

-i 
U Z1 3. 

Since 

HU, i z2> 
Y(z, , z2) 

X( z1 . z2 > 

we have 

«-1 L2 

X X «11*1 *2 
i=0 j=0 

H( z1 « z 2) 
a 

M, M2 

I Xbkmz7*z2-m 

k=0 m=0 

From this we can realize the necessary 

filter. In general» for two-dimensional finite 

response (FIR) filter# we have H(zt#z2) in the 

form 

HU,. z2 ) 
M 

X 
k=0 

N 

X 
m=0 

hkmzl 
m 

(2. 2-12) 

(2. 2-13) 

(2. 2-14) 

digital 

impulse 

following 

(2. 2-15) 
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The form for a two-dimensional infinite impulse response 

(HR) filter is 

OO 00 

H( Z1 >z2> - 2 2 hkm*i *2 
k=Q m=0 

m (2. 2-16) 

It is not the purpose of this thesis to expand on the 

details of linear digital signal processing. The above 

presentation» was given to provide a basis which we might 

follow in the development of nonlinear digital filters. In 

a general nonlinear system» in addition to the 

nonlinearities present» one generally has a linear portion 

existing. If one is able to mimic the linear theory 

development as much as possible» then when appropriate» the 

linear theory can be applied. 

These ideas will be discussed in Chapter 3; before 

that» we would like to introduce the fundamental analysis on 

which this thesis was based. Volterra C13 originally 

established a general expansion for a nonlinear system. It 

is on this original nonlinear theory and the extensions 

since that time» that this thesis is based. 
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2. 3. THE THEORY OF VOLTERRA FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 

Volterra C1D has shown that every functional VCxl* 

continuous in the field of continuous functions can be 

represented by the expansion 

00 

VCx 1 * X VkCxl, <2. 3-1 ) 
k=l 

in which Vk£xl is a regular homogeneous functional of the 

form 

VkCx3 gk(<r1, . . . . <rki t) 

x (<r1 ) x <cr2). • . x(<rk)do’1. . . dok. <2. 3-2) 

The index n is said to be the degree of the functional. 

*If f is a function of a variable x« we will often 
write f(x) to denote the function f (rather than the 
function value) so that the argument variable may be clearly 
exhibited. 
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The Volterra functional series» as represented by 

Equation <2.3-2)» is convergent if a definite value of the 

functional corresponds to every function x<t). As a 

generalization of the convolution representation of the 

input-output behavior of linear systems» Wiener £2»33 

suggested the following representation for y<t)» the output 

of a nonlinear system in terms of x<t)» the input time 

function» 

oo 
y ( t ) = 1 yk<t)» <2.3-3) 

k=l 

where 

yk<t) . r k ) 

x<t-r )... x<t-rk)dr1... d*k. <2.3-4) 

hk<T1 » . . . «fk> is the kth order kernel of the functional 

expansion» or called the nonlinear impulse response of order 

k. 

As indicated in Chapter 1» a continuous effort was 

made during the 1950's to develop nonlinear systems theory 

using Volterra series expansion £2-153. Since that time» 

numerous people have utilized Volterra expansion theory for 

specific nonlinear systems problems. Recently» there have 

been a number of papers on applications to circuit theory. 

In 1967» Narayanan applied this theory to the analysis of 
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transistor amplifier distortion 116-171. Later he expanded 

the work to include distortion in cascaded transistor 

amplifiers C183» then Maurer and Narayanan used the Volterra 

theory in the analysis of systems with reactive nonlinear 

elements forced with Gaussian inputs C193. More recently» 

Meyer» et.al. used Volterra series analysis in the study of 

cross-modulation character!zation of amplifiers» C203 while 

Bedrosian and Rice used this theory for systems driven by 

sine waves and Gaussian noise C213. Work has continued with 

Bussgang» et.al. C223 using the Volterra series to analyze 

nonlinear systems with multiple inputs. 

In addition» synthesis and modeling has been done on 

several nonlinear systems. Ehrman and Graham C233 have used 

Volterra expansion theory on synthesis and analysis with 

applications in communications receivers. Smith and Rugh 

C243 have considered the structure of systems with integer 

power nonlinearities; subsequently Baumgartner and Rugh C253 

have completely identified systems of this type. Just 

recently» Shanmugam and Lai C263 presented an analytical 

approach 

systems. 

for analysis and synthesis of a class of nonlinear 

The approach for the development of the nonlinear 

inverse filter» presented in this thesis» is based on the 

functional expansion known as the discrete Volterra series. 

We note that in recent years» with the increased use of the 

digital computer in analysis» synthesis» and design» it has 

become of interest to consider the discrete Volterra series. 
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As far back as 1963/ Flake £273 considered the 

discrete Volterra series representation of nonlinear 

systems. Later» Alper £28-293 utilized such a theory to 

analyze a large class of nonlinear sampled-data systems and 

nonlinear difference equations» while Bush £303 considered 

nonlinear systems with sampled inputs and outputs. 

Rao and Christensen £313 considered the convergence 

and stability of certain class of discrete nonlinear 

systems. Watanabe» and Uatanabe and Stark £32-331 have 

characterized nonlinear systems with the discrete Volterra 

series with a biological application. Work has continued 

with Fu and Farison £34-353 with the evaluation and analysis 

of nonlinear discrete-time systems. These extensions to 

discrete systems is of immediate interest to the present 

research. 

Let us consider a discrete nonlinear system. For 

such a system» the input-output signals are non-zero at 

discrete values» i. e. t = kT» an thus we have the following 

discrete form of Equation (2.3-4) available for use 
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oo 
yn(kT) « 2 h, < i, T) * ( kT-i ,1) 

i 1 =-oo 

oo oo 2 
+ 2, X h2<iiT, i2T) fl x(kT-irT) +,.... 

i1=-oo i2=-oo r=l 

oo oo 
X ... Z h n ( if Ti . . . > i nT) IT x(kT-irT) + . 

i1 =-oo i n = -oo r=l 
(2. 3-5) 

n 00 00 

£ !••• 2. hj<iiT#...»i|T> JJ x((k-ir)T) 
j=l i1=-oo i j = -oo r=l 

(2. 3-6) 

s2 X • -2 h j ( < k—i i )T»...»(k-ij)T)]7 x(mrT) (2.3-7) 
j«l ii =-oo i j =-oo r=l 

The multidimensional z transform is defined as> 

00 oo 
Fn( Zj ..... z n ) = 2 ... I fn<iiT, . . . , i„T) II xr",r- (2.3-8) 

i 1 = in* r=l 

In order to obtain the multidimensional z transform of the 

multidimensional convolution summations given in Equation 

(2.3-5). it is necessary to introduce several artificial 

variables i1>i2«...«in so that 

y„(iT) = y „( iiT. . . . . i„T). i=ij =i2=. . . =i„ . (2.3-9) 

We may now take the multidimensional z transform of Equation 

(2.3-5) me have 

Yn(z1i...iZn) * Hn(z1> . . . . z„> IJ X r ( z r ) • 
r=l 

(2. 3-10) 
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2. 4. AN APPLICATION OF THE VOLTERRA SERIES TO FORWARD 

NONLINEAR FILTERING 

With the background material me have presented thus 

far* it is now possible to present the work that has been 

done in our direct area of interest. Previous approaches 

have been to determine a forward digital filter for a 

nonlinear system. This parallels the development for the 

linear digital filter as presented in Section 2 of this 

chapter. 

It was the desire of Fu and Farison to determine the 

output y in terms of the input x* given the input x in terms 

of the output y in the form of a nonlinear difference 

equation. They represented the output in terms of a 

Volterra series expansion 

N 
y(n) =2 B Ci1)y(n-ii> 

*1-0 

N N + Z Z Bjii,# i2)«<n-i|)y<n-i2> +  (2.4-1) 
i,=0 i2=0 

The nonlinear difference equation that x was assumed to 

satisfy is: 

L1Cy(k)3 + FCy<k>3 « L2Cx(k)3. (2. 4-2) 
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Assuming zero initial conditions* 

described as follows. 

n 
Lj Cy(k)3 * X a j y ( k+i ) * 

i=0 

N 
F Cy(k ) 3 = X b,y 2(k)* 

i=0 

m 
L2Cx(k)3 = 5ÜCj*(k+i) m<n. 

i*0 

Let the discrete impulse response of 

LtCytm = L2C x (k ) 3* 

be 

k 
i(k) « X h 

m=0 

In addition* let 

y(k) « l(k) + n(k). 

If we substitute (2.4-8) into (2.4-1)* we get 

(2. 4-3) 

(2. 4-4) 

(2. 4-5) 

(2. 4-6) 

(2. 4-7) 

(2. 4-8) 

1 

L1Cn(k> + 1(k)3 + FCl(k) + n(k)3 * L2Cx<k>3. (2. 4-9) 
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By the superposition theorem. 

L^Kk)] + L^CnOtn + F£ 1(k) + n(k)3 « L2£x(k>3. (2.4-10) 

Using the assumption in Equation (2.4-6). we are led to 

L1Cn(k)3 + FE1 (k) + n(k)l «= 0. (2.4-11) 

Equation (2.4-11) may be viewed as a relation between 

l(k). considered the input, and n(k). the output. Since 

this is a nonlinear relation we may approximate the solution 

n(k) by a Volterra series of the form in Equation (2.4-1). 

N 
n(k) = X g 1(k-m1)l(m1) 

mi=0 

N N 
+ X X 92<k“®v k-m^Km^lOnj) +.  (2.4-12) 

m-t*0 m2
s0 

The Volterra kernel, represented in Equation (2.4-12) 

by g) • can be obtained for Equation (2.4-1) by the procedure 

presented by Alper (1965). see Appendix A for the 

derivation. 

Since. 

n N+i 
Xa X “0* 

i»=0 m^O 
(2. 4-13) 
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and is arbitrary# we can make# 

g 1(k> « 0 V k. (2. 4-14) 

We see that the first order kernel is zero for n(k)# 

therefore the first term may be omitted. This would be 

reasonable since n(k) is the solution for the nonlinear 

portion. n(k) may be represented as follows 

N N 
n(k) «2 2 92

(k’<ni'l(~(l>2>1(n'iH(iR2) + ... • (2.4-15) 
m1»o m2=0 

y(k) may now be written in terms of n(k) and l(k): 

N N 
y < k ) ■ l<k> +X I g 2< k-m1# k-m 2)l<m1)l(m2) + (2.4-16) 

m-l**0 m2=0 

N 
y(k) « 5|h1(k-m)x(m) 

m=0 

N N m m 
+ X 2, 2, 51 g2(k-m1# k-m2) 

mt^O m2«0 i|*0 i2*0 

h >x(i-| )h2(m2-i2)x(i2) ♦ .... (2.4-17) 

We now relate this equation to the general Volterra 

series by the following equations. 
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B1(k-i1) » h1(k-m>< (2.4-18) 

B2 (k—itik—i2) 

in m 
* ^ ^ g 2 tnil $ k”in2)h., (n»i”ii >h 2(m2-i2 1» (2. 4—1*?) 
i^O i2=0 

etc. 

Substituting in the above formulations into Equation 

(2.4-16) will give us the general formula for the Volterra 

series. 

N 
y(k> = X Bi<t-ii>x(i1> 

i *0 

N N 
+ X X B 2( It—i i i k-i 2)x(i1)x(i2) + ... (2.4-20) 

i1-0 i2 =0 

This brings us to the point inhere our current problem 

enters into the picture. Until this time* most of the 

researchers in the area have been concerned with the forward 

filtering problem as presented here or with the 

determination of the kernels of a given nonlinear system. 

Work has not been done on the inverse problem* which is our 

area of concern. Chapter 3 will present our theoretical 

developments for the proposal of nonlinear inverse filters. 
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS PERTAINING TO 

THE PROPOSED NONLINEAR INVERSE DIGITAL FILTERS 

3. 1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem with which we have been concerned in this 

thesis» involves the development of a framework for the 

design of nonlinear inverse digital filters. Vie are given 

a nonlinear system as shown in Figure 3. 1. The output is 

represented by <y(n)> for an input to the system given by 

■Cx(n)>. The system is represented by It. 

x y 

FIGURE 3. 1 

The problem is: If we are given <y(n)>» the output of 

this system jU , determine a best estimate of the input 

<x(n)>? Our approach to the solution is to find some other 

system (p , as shown in Figure 3.2» that will give a best 

approximation to x at its output. 
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FIGURE 3. 2 

The search for this system (p begins by developing 

the Volterra expansion from the Taylor Series. This was 

done in an effort to obtain an exact expression for the 

error. It was hoped this error could be used to determine 

the accuracy of the system (p for any k term Volterra 

expansion. 

3. 2. TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION 

For a given nonlinear system* we observe an output 

<y(n)> for a given input signal <x(n)>. A generalization of 

the linear recursive relation is 

y(n) = -f(y(n-l)»y(n-2>*... #ytn-N)) 

+ h(x(n>* x(n—1>*...» x(n-N). (3.2-1) 

The present output y(n) is dependent on past output values 

and present and past input values. As indicated here for a 

realizable system* one will observe a finite* (N+l)-length 

sequence of data. Regrouping Equation (3.2-D* we have 
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y(n) * fCy(n-1)#y(n-2)#. . . » y(n-N)3 

= hCx(n),. . . . x(n-N)3, (3.2-2) 

or 

f (y(n)* y(n-l>* . . . * y(n-N) ) = h ( x <n>#. . . $ x (n-N) ). (3.2-3) 

Let us use the following notation to simplifiy our 

expressions* henceforth 

y(H> = (y(n)*y(n-1)*...#y(n-N)) 

x(n) ® (x(n)» x (n-1 )#...# x (n-N) ). (3.2-4) 

Me can now write 

f (y (n) ) » h(x(a>>. (3.2-5) 

A Taylor series expansion £393 can be perforated on 

both sides of Equation (3.2-5). Let f(y(Q.))« h(x(n)) both 

k +1 
be of class C in a neighborhood of 

p0 = ( x0( 1 )< x 0(2)<.. . « x 0(N) ). 
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Then with p*(x(l), x(2),. . . , x<N)). 

f<y<EL>>, h < x tn)> 6 Ck + 1 , 

Ix0(i)- p,l £ d,. Iy0(i>- p,l < bj, 

(3. 2-6 > 

(3. 2-7) 

k N 

*<&> » I -L< I b, § > f< fi.0> + Rk, 
m=l m! i=0 8y, 

(3. 2-8) 

m J N 
h(£.) « f JL< X di§ > h<fi.0> + Rj * 

«*1 m! i=l 8x| 
(3. 2-9) 

we may expand Equation (3.2-5) in the form 

N N 

f<fiLo> ♦ I b,8f(Pn) + < £ b|§ )2fto») 
i=0 8y, i=0 8y, 2! 

N 
+,...,+ <2 b,g > f(on) + Rv 

i=0 8y. k! 

N N 
h(fi.o> + I d| 8h(pnl, + < 2 d|§ ? iL(-Pa> 

i«0 8x| i=0 8x, 2! 

N 
+#...#+ ( 2 dii >J + Rj. 

i*0 8X| j! 
(3. 2-10) 

It is now desirable to obtain an exact formulation 

for the remainder R. Ideally» one would like to obtain a 

closed form expression for this remainder. Unfortunately» 

for a multidimensional Taylor Series expansion it appears 

there is not a nice closed form for this remainder. It is 
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of the following form. 

Rk<E.o> = 
(x.-x 01)

k + 1 ak + 1f 

(k+1 > ! dx, k + 1 
+# . . . i +. 

<*N-*0N>k+1 ® k + 1 ^ 

( k+1 ) ! 3xN" 
k + 1 

. (3. 2-11) 

P* 

In order to simplify the notation* the following will be 

used 

X j ( i > + Xj ! . (3.2-1la) 

It would be desirable to have this remainder in integral 

form. Unfortunately* this did not provide any further 

insight into a closed form relation. the integral form 

would appear as fallows* 

Rk(fi. 

*1 g k+1 
*<Ho> k 
 _(Xi-t> dt +• . 

3x 
k+1 

N/-0 

'T *0HJ 

k+1 
*<E.o> 

(xN-t)dt 

3x k + 1 

*1 *2 -k + 1 

:// 
8 

( x1 -ti ) 
1 ( X2“t 2 >d ti dt2 +«. 

*01 *02 ®*1 ®x2 

xV*i*. 3k','1f(to> 

:]} 
,k-1 

(XN-tN> (x1—t1)dt1dtN +1 . 

*01 X0N ®*1®XN 

V?- ,v+,*<to> 

if i- 
*01 *02 *0N ®X1 

. . <xN-tN)dti. . . dtN . <3. 2-12) 

3x N 

Since any apparent form of the remainder has an 
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extremely complex form# for an expansion greater than one- 

dimension» we will drop this remainder from the solution. 

This has been done in the past» and at present appears to be 

the logical approach. It will provide more insight in the 

long run to compare the expansion of the desired solution 

for various numbers of terms » than to proceed with this 

complex formulation of the remainder included. 

Without loss of generality we may take the above 

Taylor series expansion about zero. For the current 

analysis purposes we will neglect the error term. Hence» 

Equation (3.2-10) becomes 

N N 
f(0) + X b, Of<0) + < £ b, 8 )2f (O) 

i=0 8y, i*0 dyj 2! 

N 
+»...»-*• ( I b, 8 >k f(0> +.  

i=0 8y. k! 

N N 
* h(O) + T di8h(O) + < V d. 8 >2h<0> 

i=o i=o 577 “ 

< £ a, 3 )' h(0>. 
i=0 8X| j! 

(3. 2-13) 

We now expand the terms in Equation (3. 2-13) 
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N N N 

f(S> + X b(l 0f(O) + I X 
i,=0 ayi. ii *o i2»o 

bj, bi2 0
2f(O) 

®yi1 
8«i2 

N N 
^^9 « . • 9 . . a 

ii*0 ik“0 

tfl ... bik a
kf <o> 

3y.i -a% 

N N N 
h(0> + £ dii PMftl. + S I 

i 1 *0 9 x if «0 i2 *0 

\ dj2 0
2h(g) 

3*1! ®xi2 

N N 

I... X 
ii=0 ij *0 

d(i ... dl} 0* h (Q.) 

0x,t . . . 0X |j 
.(3. 2-14) 

Let us simplify the notation as follows 

dia •* x(n-ia> # bja •* y(n-ia)* <3. 2-15) 

J_ 8kf <Q> « » i2 #. . . » ik> 
k! 8y, ...0yk 

k" (3. 2-16) 

1 81 h (O) • Aj <ii # i2 .. . . » 11 ). 
j ! 0X, . .. 0 x j 

<3.2-17) 

With these notational agreements* Equation (3.2-14) becomes 

k N N 

B0 + X X *X Bm(it *... • im* k)y (n—ii ). . . y(n—im) (3.2-18) 
m=l i,=0 im=0 

j N N 

“ A0 ♦ 7 X • • • X Amli.i. .. # im> j)x(n-ii ). . . x(n-im>. 
m=i i1 *0 im*=0 
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The right and left hand sides of Equation (3.2-18) are the 

Volterra expansions in term of y and x, respectively,for the 

recursive system. 

In addition to the expansion for the recursive 

system, it is desirable to have a similar relationship for 

the nonrecursive system. In general, we have the following 

expression 

y(n) « h(x(n), x(n-l), . . . » x(n-N). (3.2-1?) 

The present output is a function of the past and present 

input values. Again, in a realizable system one will 

observe an output based on a finite length sequence of 

inputs. Let: 

x (n) = (x(n).x(n-l) x(n-N), (3.2-20) 

then the output can be simplified according to Equation 

(3.2—4) as follows. 

y(n> ■ h(x(Q.) ). (3. 2-21) 

Once again, we may take the Taylor Series expansion 

of the right hand side of Equation (3.2-21). Let h(x(n)) be 

a class Ck+1 in 

p0 * ( x 0(1 >» x0 (2),. . . , x0 (N) ). 

a neighborhood of 
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Then with p « < x < 1 >» x <2),. . . » x <N> >» 

l)(K(E)) eck+1 (3. 2-22) 

I x o < i > — p , I £m, (3. 2-23) 

h(p1«p2». . . «PN> " I J_< 2 ">i§ )* h (p.) + Rk. <3.2-24) 
j=l k! i = l 8Xj 

Expanding Equation (3.2-24)» we obtain 

N N 
h <£.) ■ £ m, 8h <Pn ) + < X § >2 h (p n ) +»...» 

1=0 8X| 1=0 8x, 2! 

N 
+ < 2 m,8 )k h <pn ) + Rk. <3.2-25) 

i*0 8 x, k! 

For the reasons discussed previously concerning the 

remainder» we will neglect it. In addition» without loss of 

generalty we may expand the Taylor Series about zero. 

N N 
h<&> = 2 m. 8h (0) + < £ m, 8 )2h<0) +»...» 

i=0 8X| 1=0 8x, 2! 

N 
+ < £ m,8 >fc h<0). 

i=0 8X| k! 
<3. 2-26) 
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If we expand the terms in (3.2-26). and recall 

(3.2-21), we have 

N N N 
y(n) = h(0) + £ hj 3h (0) + £ £ 

ii“0 3x( *0 i2“0 

mi 

N N 
...,+£ • • • X 

i1*0 ik“0 

m^ . . . mik 3 hCO) 

axit . . .axi|c 

We simplify the notation as follows* 

mj, ♦ x (n-ia ) 

^ 3kh(0) * BkCifti2 ».••*lk )• 
k ! 8xi. . . . 3xi 

*1 *k 

Now rewriting Equation (3.2-27), we get 

k N N 

m| 32h(0) 

9*1, ®xi2 

<3. 2-27) 

(3. 2-28) 

<3. 2-29) 

y<n) “Bo +X X***X B.<it*. . . »ij»k) 
j=l i,=0 i,*0 

• x(n-i1 ).. . x (n-i | ). (3. 2-30) 

The right hand side of this equation is the Volterra 

expansion, in the form which we desire. Now, we can utilize 

these current developments in formulating the prolbem. Our 

first approach was to use the Contraction Napping 

Principle,to which we turn our attention in the following 

section. 
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3. 3 CONTRACTION MAPPING APPROACH 

The formulation of the inverse problem proceeded in 

the following manner. We began with a nonrecursive equation 

in the following form* 

k N N 
y<H> * B0 + X X X Bp< i1 •. . . i ipi k > 

p=l i1 =0 ip=0 

• xtn-ii )x<n-i2 ). . . x(n-ip). (3. 3-1) 

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter> it is our 

desire to obtain a best estimate 7 of the input x> based on 

the knowledge we have of the output y< in Equation (3.3-1). 

We will assume that 7 also admits a Volterra Series 

expansion representation in terms of y* i. e. » 

♦v ^ 

j N N 
'x<£»> = Ao + X X ••• X Aq( i1 » . . . » iq J J ) 

q=l i-j =0 i q=0 

• y(n-i1 )y(n-i2)...y(n-iq>. (3. 3-2) 

Our first approach to the solution of this problem 

was using the ideas of Contraction Napping. This method 

proved too tedious for use. However* it is worthwhile 

presenting the theory because it may prove useful in some 
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particular cases. 

For the general case of a system of n equations in n 

unknowns we assume the standard form. 

x. = FU). (3. 3-3) 

The fixed—point algorithm for obtaining the solution to 

(3.3-3) can be stated as follows: 

JLk + 1 ■ F(j(.k> n* 0.1.2. .... x(0>£0. (3.3-4) 

where 0 is an appropriate region in R". Under appropriate 

conditions, the sequence converges to 

lim JL„ = x*. (3. 3-5) 
k*co 

A simple criterion that guarantees convergence is given by 

the following theorem C411. 

Theorem 5. 1: Principle of Contraction Mapping 

If F(x.) Is a contraction from the N-dimensional space 

Rn into Rn. (i.e.) if there exists a constant C<1 such that 

IF ( 2L> ” F(£)l < Clx-z.1. (3.3-6) 

For all ££R and r£R . F(x) has a unique fixed point xsx*. 

Moreover. the sequence of iterates defined by Equation 

(3.3-4) converges to the fixed point. An upper bound on the 

error for stopping at the j,h iteration is given by 
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I x* - x | I £ C 1 t xt - x0 I. <3. 3—7 > 
<1-0 

For the proof see Appendix B. 

Make note that the fixed point alogorithm requires 

that the equations be expressed in standard form of Equation 

(3.3-3). Equations in the form of f(x) » 0 can be 

transformed into standard 'fixed point form' x, » F<£) upon 

defining 

F< x.) » x. - K( x.)f (x.). <3. 3—8> 

K(x.) is an n x n matrix function of x. with the property that 

K(x.) is nonsingular at any solution f(x.) * 0. 

If we start with Equatiion (3.3-1) 

k N N 
y(n) = X X***X Bp( il». . . « ipi k) x(n-ii ). . . x(n-ip >. (3. 3-1 > 

p=l i -, =0 ip =0 

Assuming that Bo is zero, we may rewrite this as follows* 

N 
y(n) « V(BiNi x(n) * X B^i, )x(n-i1 ) + V2<B;N; x(n)). (3. 3-9) 

The first term on the right hand side is the linear portion 

of the Volterra expansion. It is our desire to use the 

linear relation in determining x. Let us call: 
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N 
xtn-i,) » X h1 (k 1 >y(n-i1-k1 ) « (hjOyHn). (3.3-10) 

kj =0 

In general x is of order N. We now have 

*k+i<r> * (hi □ y ) (n) - (hi D V2 <A; N; xk < •) ) ) <n) (3.3-11) 

This is defined for k « O#1#.. . . If we examine each 

iteration of this procedure we see the following 

development. 

xt (n) « (hfOyHn)* (3.3-12) 

x2(n> « (ht □ yXn) - Cht □ V2(Bi Ni x, ( • ) ) ) (n) 

* (h1 □ y ) (n) - (h,0 V2(Bi N; (h1 □ y)(*)))(n)« (3.3-13) 

x3(n) « (h, Og)(n) - (ht □ V2(Bi N; x2 ( •) ) ) (n) 

= (h1oy)(n) - Ch, O V (Bi Ni (h, O y > (• ) 

- (h, O V (BiNi x (•>))3(n> « (3. 3-14) 
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xk<n) *= <h1oy>(n) - (h-| □ V2(B; N; xk_., ( •) ) ) <n) 

* (h, □ y ) (n ) - Ch, □ V2(BJNJ (h, □ yHO 

-,... /-(h, O V2(B}NJ *,(•)) )3<n). 

In general this can be rewritten as, 

x k(n) «= Wk(c(B)i N; y (n) ) 

Now by the Theorem of Contraction 

xk(n) + x(n) as k •>» . 

This approach to the derivation of 

inverse filter appears to be straight 

Unfortunately, it becomes extremely complex 

larger, when we make substitutions at each stage, 

the simplest of systems, we obtain a system far 

for analytical use. 

In an unsuccessful effort to simplify 

(3. 3-15) 

(3. 3-16) 

Mapping 

a nonlinear 

forward, 

as k gets 

Even in 

too complex 

the above 

derivation, it was decided to attempt another approach. 

This approach similar is to one used for deriving the 

inverse filter for a linear system. 
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3. 4. SOLUTION BY SUBSTITUTION 

The system we are presently concerned with is 

nonlinear. It is be assumed that the output of this system 

is observed and can be represented by a Volterra functional 

expansion. We will represent this output» as done in 

previous chapters» by y(n). The discrete Volterra 

expansion of y(n) is 

N 
y(n) ** £ B1 (m 1 ) x (n-m^ ) 

m.|“0 

N N 
X Z B2 <m .,# m 2> x <n-m1 ) x <n-m 2> +»...# 
in^O m2=0 

N N 
+ £...£ Bp<m1».. . * mp)x(n- m-f). . . x(n-mp). (3.4-1) 
m1
aB0 mp=0 

We assume that we are given the kernels of the Volterra 

expansion» as well as a finite sequence of values of y. 

In light of the Volterra analysis considered 

previously in this research# our objective is to obtain an 

estimate >T(n) of x(n> by representing the estimator as a 

Volterra operator acting on the samples of y» i.e. 
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N 
x^n) “ Z AiCkt )y(n-ki > 

kt«0 

N N 
+ 5* X A <kt* k2^y <n-k 1 )y (n-k2) +»...» 
ki =0 k2ss0 

N N 
+ £...£ Aq(ki«...«kq)y (n-k 1 ). . . y <n-kq). <3. 4-2 > 
ki-0 kq=0 

We would now like to determine the kernels of the above 

finite Volterra series. namely the appropriate set of 

Aq(k<|i....kq)'s that solve Equation (3.4-2). We will use a 

least squares technique similar to the one used by Robinson 

C383 for determining inverse linear filters. The details 

for Robinson's approach are given in Appendix C. 

FIGURE 3. 3 
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Assume a system model as depicted in Figure 3.3. The 

output of the inverse filter will be assumed to be x'(n)« an 

approximation to the actual input signal. It is our desire 

to approximate this as closely as possible. This is 

equivalent to assuming that 

N r N 
x^n) * 2. A-, <k! >1 £ Bt (m1 )x(n-ki-m1 ) 

k 1 *0 l_m 1 “0 

N N 
+ Z Z Ba(m1i m2)x(n-k1-m1) xtn-k!-m2> +• 
mi^O m2=0 

N N f N 
+ Z Z A2(k1<k2)| Z (m1 >x(n-k1-m1 > 

k-| *0 k2=0 jjn^O 

N N 
+ Z £ B2(m1* m2 ) x (n-k,-m1 ) x (n-k1-m2 ) +« 
mi=0 m2=0 

] 

] 
•I Z B, <m1)x(n-k2-m1 > 
Lmi“0 

N N 
Z Z B2<m1.m2) 

m^O m2=0 

• x <n-k2 —mi > x (n-k2 -m2 >+* <3. 4-3) 

When the terms of this equation are expanded* it is 

seen that the only term that is a function of x(n) alone has 

coefficients equal to Ai(0)B^(0). All of the other terms 

are functions of various combinations of x(n). 
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7(n> » AiCOBj^Oxtn» + AJ^OJBJU ) x (n-1 ) 

2 
+ AiCDBxCDxCn^) +#...*+ A1<0)B2 <0, 0> x (n> 

+ A1(0)B2 (1.0)x(n)x(n-l) + A^ 1 )B2<1. 1 )x
2(n-2) +, . . . 

+ A2<0# 0)B1 (0)x
2(n) + A2<0, 0)B1<0)B1<l)x<n)x<n-l) 

+.....+ A2<1. l)B1(0>x
2(n~l) +*  (3.4-4) 

It is our desire to equate the appropriate 

coefficients of the terms on the left and right hand side of 

Equation (3.4-4). Before doing this we must combine all the 

like terms* together. We will then be able to rewrite 

Equation (3.4-4) as* 

7(n> = C^gX(n) C^x(n-l) + C^2x<n-2) +*.... (3.4-5) 

The C's are the coefficients in terms of the 

appropriate combinations of A's and B's. It is not probable 

that we will be able to find exact sets of coefficients such 

that the left hand side of (3.4-5) will be equal to the 

right hand side. It is desirable and appropriate to obtain 

a best estimate of the coefficients. We will do in a least 

squares manner. 

Let the difference between the desired output and the 

actual output be equal to E. 

E « x(n) x(n). (3. 4-6) 
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The sum of the squares of the 

represents the error energy. 

coefficients of the error 

Let this energy be equal to 

I. 

I <1 (3. 4-7) 

In order to minimize the error with respect to the 

desired coefficients we must differentiate I with respect to 

each of the desired coefficients» and set these equations 

equal to zero. The result is a set of simultaneous 

equations of the following form 

81 = 0. 
8A|(k) 

(3. 4-8) 

It is now possible to 

desired coefficients. We will 

with the explanation of a 

solve these equations for the 

proceed in the next chapter 

solution and present several 

examples for this nonlinear inverse filter. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE SOLUTION 

4. 1. Introduction 

The problem we are concerned with is not an easy one. 

Work has been done for years» in an attempt to formalize a 

general theory for nonlinear systems. This has not been 

done» and appears to be an insurmountable task. Bit by bit 

people are trying to formulate as general a theory» as 

possible. 

In an attempt to formalize a portion of the theory 

for nonlinear systems» we have developed a procedure to 

design an inverse nonlinear filter. This chapter is devoted 

to the actual solution of this filter» and the presentation 

of several examples. 

4. 2 Presentation of the Solution 

In Section 3.4» we developed the theoretical solution 

of this problem. In order to give the readers a more clear 

understanding of the technique we will present a simple 

example to clarify the method of the solution. 
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Let us assume the output to our system y(n) is 

represented by the following* 

y (n) 8i0x<n> *11 
x(n-l) + B2o0x2<n> <4. 2-1) 

In order to simplify the notation* the following conversions 

have been made from the notation in Section 3.4. 

B|(m> « B| and A ,( k ) « Aik. (4. 2-2) 

We will assume we can represent the input we desire 

by the following form* 

x (n ) 
*10* 

(n) ♦ A^iy<n-l) 'w2"”- 
(4. 2-3) 

According to our development* 

substitute (4.2-1) into (4.2-3). 

we would now like to 

In doing this we obtain* 

7(n) » A1()CB1()x(n) + Bj^xtn-l) + B20Qx2(n)3 

+ A11CB10x(n-l) + B^xin-2) + B20()x
2(n-1)3 

* A200CB10,<n> + Su»'"'1» + B200,,2<n,J 2 <4 2-4’ 

We now expand this equation as follows* 
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Ttn) « A10B10x<n> + A^^xtn-l) + 
A
10
B200*2(n> 

+ AllB10,,<n”1> + A11B11«<n-2) + A1:LB200x
2(n-i) 

+ A20cPl0x2<n) + A200®l2lx2<n"1> + A200B200x4(n> 

+ 2A20cPl0Bllx<n,x<n”1> + 2A20oPllB200X 

+ 2A20cPllB200x (4.2-5) 

Vie next obtain the error E. Before doing this we 

must combine like terms on the right hand side of this 

equation. Equation (4.2-5) becomesi 

x (n) “ Aid3io,<n> * tAioBu 

♦ *20t?l\5,2<n_1> + tA’"B 
*11*10 

10 200 

AllBll,<n_2> * A200B2i)0X^n3 

A200Bl203x2<n> 

2A200B10B11 
x(n)x(n-1) + 2A2O0B10B200X (n) 

+ 2A20oPllB200X (4. 2-6) 

The error is now defined as follows for this particular 

problem» 

E « “ - AlAo3x<n> ’ CA10B11 + ALlB103x<n'l> 

CA10B200 * ^200BK)^X <n) “ \lBllX<n_2) 

CA200B11 * AHB2003x2(n’l> “ A200B200x4<n> 

“ 2A200^L0BllX<n>X<n”i> ” 2A200^L1 B200 X <n> 

*“ 
2A

200^L1 
B
200

X (n)x(n”l>- (4.2-7) 

For this example» the error energy becomes» 
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- 2A10B11 ♦ A10B12
0 
+ A

10
B
11 ♦ A11B10 

2A1C^11B10B11 * 

2Al(^20(Fl0B200 

2 2 
A10B200 

2 2 
+ A

2OCPIO 

2AllA20(PllB200 
2 2 2 

4A
2OCPI 0

B
11 

2 2 
AiiBii + 

_ 2 _ 2 
A200B11 

2 2 2 
4A200B10B200 

2 2 
*11*200 

2 2 
h A20(p200 

+ 4A200B11B200 <4. 2-8) 

We would like to minimize this error energy with 

respect to each of the coefficients we are trying to find. 

This requires taking the partial derivative with respect to 

each of these coefficients* and setting each of these 

equations equal to zero. 

rf*— = “2B10 + 2A10B10 + ^lO^A. * 2A11B10B11 
®A10 

+ 2Alcp2oo 
+ 2A20B10B200 “ °* (4.2-9) 

" 2A11BA + 2A11B10 + 2A10B10B11 
3A11 

+ 2A^2^200 + 2A200B11B200 “ °* (4.2-10) 

rf*— " 2A2O0PlO + 2AL0B10B200 + 2A11B11B200 
BA200 

+ 2A20cPll+ 2A200B200 + 8A200B10B11 

+ 8A20cPl0B200 + 8A200B 11^00 “ °* (4. 2-11) 
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We now have a set of N equations and N unknowns. 

These can be solved for the N A )'s. In the following 

section we would like to examine several numerical examples» 

observing for known inputs how well our inverse filter 

works. 
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4. 3 Examples with Quadratic Nonlinearities 

This section will be devoted to the presentation of 

several numerical solutions of the nonlinear filter. The 

first example will have a system represented by Figure 4. 1. 

The system output is represented by the sum of a linear 

convolution» and a quadratic nonlinearity. The discrete 

Volterra series representing the output of this system is* 

N 
y(n) “ X ho<m)x(n-m> 

m=0 

N N 
+ X X h 1(m1 Jh2 (m 2> x (n-m x (n-m2). <4.3-1) 

mi=0 m2=0 

FIGURE 4. 1 
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For the first part of this example me will let N=l* 

therefore Equation (4.3-1) becomes» 

y(n) = h0(O)x(n) + h0(l>x(k-l) + h,(0)h2(O)x2<k> 

+ h1(0)h2(l)x(k)x(lt—1) + hi (l)h2(0)x(k-l)x(k) 

+ h1(l)h2(l)x2(k-l). (4.3-2) 

The kernels for this system are» 

ho<m) • exp(-ro)» (4.3-3) 

h1(m1) = O. 5exp (-2m! )» (4.3-4) 

h2(m2) * exp(-3m2). (4.3-5) 

Equation (4.3-2) becomes» 

y(n) « x(n) ♦ 0.368x(n-l> ♦ 0. 5x2(n) 

+ O. 093x(n)x(n-l) + O. 0034x 2 (n-1 ). (4.3-6) 

For the first set of examples we will assume that 

?(n) is represented by the following form of the discrete 

Volterra series. 

>T(n) * A10y(n) + A11y(n-1) + A200 y2(n). (4.3-7) 

We now solve for the A's in the manner indicated in the 
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previous section. This gives us* 

A10 « 0.84 

An = -0. 21 

A200 = -0. 15. ( 4. 3-8 > 

Expressing x(n) in terms of the discrete Volterra series we 

originally assumed* we obtain 

x (n) « 0.84y(n) - 0.21y<k-l> - O. 15y2<n>. <4.3-9> 

We would now like to compare x*(n) with the original 

x(n). For this test we will use the two inputs indicated in 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3* i. e. a unit step function* and a 

sampled sinusoid. The results of the inverse filtering 

procedure are indicated in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. In all of 

the following graphs of x(n) and jT<n)* x(n) will be 

represented by • and 7(n) by x . 

One important consideration for this filter is its 

dependence on the size of the nonlinearities. For this 

reason* we will examine another example of this system* with 

a slight change in the amplitude in one of the kernels. The 

kernels for the forward system are now 
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FIGURE 4. 3 
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FIGURE 4.5 
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ho<n»> * exp(-m)/ (4.3-10) 

hi (<n 1 > * 0. 5exp (-2n»i )# (4.3-11) 

h2(m2> * 0. 5exp(-3m2>. (4.3-12) 

For this system y(n) becomes 

y (n) ■ x (n) + 0.368x(n-l) + 0. 25x2(n) 

+ 0.05x(n)x(n- 1> + 0. 0017x 2(n-l). (4. 3-13) 

that are obtained are> 

A10 = 0. 97 

An « -0.29 

A200 « -0. 18. (3. 4-14) 

For this case x(n) is* 

jT(n) « O. 97y (n) - 0.29y(n-l> - 0. 18y2(n> (3.4-15) 

Again ue will use the inputs depicted in Figures 4.2 and 

4.3. We plot ST(n) in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. 
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FIGURE 4. 6 FIGURE 4. 7 

It is seen from these graphs that* as the strength of 

the nonlinearity is made smaller* the inverse filter 

generates a more accurate representation of the input. This 

inverse filter seems to reproduce the input sinusoid more 

accurately* than the input step function. The basic shape 

of the step function is reproduced* but the error in 

magnitude is quite a bit greater* than in the case of the 

sinusoid. 

As seen from the figures* this nonlinear inverse 

filter produces reasonable approximations to the original 

input* at least when a quadratic is used. Let us now 

examine the case when a cubic is introduced. 
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4. 4 Examples with Cubic Nonlinearities 

The complexity of the system is greatly increased 

with each additional higher order nonlinearity in the 

system. For this reason* we will consider the system shown 

in Figure 4.8 with cubic nonlinearities. For this system* 

y(n) is represented by 

y(n) ■ h0<O)x(n) + ho<l>x<n-l> 

+ hi (0>h2<0)h3(0)x
3 <n>. (4.4-1) 

FIGURE 4.8 
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The kernels for this system are. 

hQ(m) ■ exp(—m)< (4.4-2) 

h1(mi> = 0. 5exp (-2m1 )» (4.4-3) 

h2(<»2
) * 0. 33exp(-3m2). (4.4-4) 

h3(m3> * 0. 25exp (-4m 3>. (4.4-5) 

Equation (4.4-1) becomes* 

y(n) » x(n) + 0. 368x(n-l> + 0. 083x3(n). (4.4-6) 

For this example we will assume that x(n) is 

represented by the following* 

x^n) « + Any(n-l) + A2ooy
3(n)> (4.4-7) 

Again we solve for the A's and obtain the following* 

A i g * 0. 97 

A 11 ** -0. 3 

A2OO - -O. 03 <4. 4-8) 
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We obtain the following for x(n)> 

7<n) = 0. 97y(n> - O. 3y(n-l) - 0. 03y3<n> (4.4-9) 

The same inputs as indicated in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 

were used to indicate the accuracy of the filter to cubic 

nonlinearities. These solutions are plotted in Figures 4.9 

and 4. 10. 

It is noted from the graphs that both of the 

responses are very accuarate for this case with cubic 

nonlinearities. Let us now look at a similar case when the 

cubic term is more heavily weighted. 

• *|n| 

X ~|n) 

• x I n| 

X T|nl 1 * 

1 f X * * X X X * I X ,_ 
1 2 3 

t 
n 

x 

FIGURE 4.9 FIGURE4. 10 
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We will use the same cubic model* but change the 

values of the kernels we use. Let us proceed with the 

kernels defined as follows. 

ho<n»> * exp(-m)* (4.4-10) 

h1(m1> » O. 5exp(-2m1 )* (4.4-11) 

h 2(012* * exp(-3m2>* (4.4-12) 

h 3(0*3) « exp(-2m3). (4.4-13) 

In this case y(n) becomes* 

y(n) * x(n) + 0.368x(n-l> + O. 5x3(n) (4.4-14) 

The same structure as indicated in Equation(4.4-7)* 

will be assumed for *T(n>. Solving for the A's we have* 

A^o = 0. 8 

A20 0 * ”0. 2 

A3000® -0. 06. (4.4-15) 

The fallowing results for 7(n>* 

*T(n> ** 0. 8y(n) - 0. 2y(n-l) - 0. 06y3(n) (4.4-16) 
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Again with the same inputs, we have generated the 

estimated >T(n). These are plotted in Figures 4. 11 and 4. 12. 

It is seen that the results for the system with cubic 

nonlinearities. are very accurate. This especially noted in 

the case of the sampled sinusoid. 

The last set of examples we wish to consider. 

contains a system i with both a cubic and a quadradic 

nonlinearity. This presentation is in the following 

section. 

FIGURE 4. 11 FIGURE 4. 12 
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4. 5 Example with Combined Cubic and Quadratic 

Nonlinearities 

Me will present in this section* a system with both 

cubic and quadratic nonlinearities present. It is 

represented by Figure 4.13. The output y(n> for this system 

is denoted by the following* 

y(n) « h0(O)x(n) + h,<0)h2<0>x
2(n) 

+ h3(0)h4 (0>h5C0)x
3(n) <4.5-l> 

FI CURE 4. 13 
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Let the kernels for this system be. 

ho<m) » exp(-m). 

(m-) ) = 0. 5e x p (-2m 1 )» 

h2(m2) 
m O. 5exp(-3m2>. 

h3(ma) « exp(-m3). 

h4(m4> = 0.5exp(-m4). 

h5(m5> * exp<-3m5>. 

Equation (4.5-1) now becomes. 

y (n) * x<n) + O. 25x 2(n) + 0. 5x3(n). 

We will assume the following form for the estimator, 

example. 

7(n) = Aio x(n) + A2oo*2<n> ♦ A3000 x3 (n). 

<4. 5-2) 

<4. 5-3) 

<4.5-4) 

(4. 5-5) 

(4.5-6) 

<4. 5-7) 

(4. 5-8) 

in this 

<4. 5-9) 

The A's for this filter are. 
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Ai o B O. 84 

A200 = "0* 15 

A30 0 (F ""0- <4.5-10) 

Therefore! x(n) is 

7(n> » O. 84y (n) - O. 15y 2<n) - 0. 02y3 (n) (4.5-11) 

Again with this case» we will use the inputs depicted 

in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 to test the accuracy of the filter. 

The waveforms for x(n) and 7<n> are shown in Figures 4.14 

and 4. 15. It is quite evident from the examples we have 

presented that this technique for nonlinear filtering is 

valid. 

X *[n] t1 « 
X 

X xtn} 

X X ■» ■ 1 a- *• 

1 2 3 4 ° 

.1 
X n 

0 12 3 4 

FIGURE 4. 14 FIGURE 4. 15 
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CHAPTER 5: CLOSING REMARKS 

5. 1 CONCLUSIONS 

In the area of nonlinear analysis there has been a 

need for theoretical developments in the area of inverse 

filtering. The work presented in this thesis has as its 

objective supplying such developments. The method of 

describing nonlinear systems developed in this thesis has 

been found to be most applicable to relatively mild 

nonlinearities. In addition to allow for ease of 

computation! it is beneficial if the system can be 

represented by low-order Volterra kernels. The theory and 

results presented here provide one approach for solving the 

problem of nonlinear inverse filtering. 

The results indicated by the graphs in Chapter 4* of 

this inverse filter reveal its worth in nonlinear systems. 

It is possible to determine an adequate approximation of the 

desired input* when a finite sequence of output data points 

are observed and the system can be described by its Volterra 

kernels. Of course there are limitations* as can be 

expected. As indicated in the previous chapter* this filter 

is somewhat sensitive to the strength of the nonlinearities 

involved. This is especially true of the even powered 

nonlinear terms. The degree that this will affect any one 
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solution* depends on the type and strength of the 

nonlinearities in the given forward system. Although in 

general* for large nonlinearitiies* divergence will be 

observed. Therefore* for such systems* such a technique as 

has been described here would be unsuitable. 

It is observed that the quadratic nonlinearities seem 

to be more sensitive to the solution* than the cubic. This 

is caused by the loss of the negative signs on y(n) when it 

is raised to an even power in the Volterra expansion. This 

of course does not happen in the cubic case. In general the 

odd powered nonlinearities will allow for the generation of 

more accurate inverses* than the even powered 

nonlinearities. 

It appears that this approach to nonlinear inverse 

filtering will be applicable to quite a number of nonlinear 

systems. Although at present this theory has been applied 

only to systems with deterministic signals* a possible 

extension would be to systems with random signals. In 

addition* the next desirable step would be to formulate a 

concise representation for this theory. It may be possible 

to view the problem in terms of subspaces* as one can in 

linear theory. 
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5. 2 Summaru 

It has been the purpose of this thesis to present the 

theory developed for determining nonlinear inverse filters. 

We began* by presenting both the linear and nonlinear 

theory* upon which this work was based. The discrete 

Volterra series is the fundamental tool used in the 

development of our theory. Once* this background was 

developed* we proceeded to the theoretical formulations. 

This began with a presentation of the approach to the 

discrete Volterra series via the Taylor series. The two 

approaches to the solution were then presented. 

The first approach to the solution was via Contraction 

Mapping. As indicated previously* this proved a much too 

combersome numerical technique. The second approach was 

succesful* although by no means a simple approach. This 

method is similar to the techniques used in linear systems 

theory. We have termed this method* 'solution by 

substitution'. In the numerical examples performed to test 

the accuracy of the system* this method proved quite 

successful. The systems were assumed to have either a cubic 

and/or a quadratic nonlinearity. It was shown in all the 

cases that* as long as the size of the nonlinearities is not 

too great* the method we have proposed works well. 
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APPENDIX A 

ALPER'B TECHNIQUE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF VOLTERRA KERNELS 

The Volterra kernel will be determined in this 

section according to the method proposed by Alper £293. The 

best way to show this is by an example. Let 

y(m+l) + ay(m) + Ky2(m) * x(m>. (A-l) 

Let us now sum each of the terms of the above equation from 

zero to k. 

k k k k 
£ y(m+l> + a £ y(m) + K £ y2<m> ■* 2 x(m). <A-2) 
m=0 m=0 m=0 m=0 

Me can now rearrange the terms to obtain* 

k k * 
(1+a) 2, + K 2 yz<m) * p(m>* (A-3) 

m=0 m=0 

where 

k 
p(m> ■ £ x(m) + y(O) - y<k+l>. 

m=0 
<A-4> 
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We will assume the solution of y<m) is in the form of 

the Volterra series. After substituting into Equation (A-3) 

we will obtain 

y<m) = £ b* <k)p(m-k) 
k=0 

in <n ^ 
+ Z I h2 (k1. k2)p(m-k1)p(m-k2) + .... <A-5) 
k1=0 k 2=0 

This is true for all driving functions* therefore we can 

obtain the following sequential equations when the 

multidimension z-transform is taken. 

«!*<!) « z~l , <A-6> 
z <l+a> 

* -K(2,22-1) # H 2 <2> =    H, ( z ,)H 2 (z2)< CA-7) 
Z,z 2(1+a) 

continuing until 

* —K(2,. ... * zn., ) 
Hn (z1»...*2n> ■ - 

z,z2. . . zn(l+a) 

n-1 # 

•Z Hj#Cz1#...*2j)Hn.j< ...» z n) » n « 2» 3». . . . 
J=1 

( A-8) 
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Therefore if we use Equation <A-4)» we have 

Yt ( z > - x(z> + zu (0) 
z + a z + a 

Y2<Z1<Z2> = -K Y1CI1)YT<Z^> 
ZI z2+ a 

Y( z1». . . » zn> -K 
zv . . z„ + a j=l 

n-1 
^ Yn{z^i . , . » zn) 

• Yn-J (zJ + 1 *•••**„>» n * 2» 3» (A—9) 

The kernels now become 

Hi< z ) - 1 
z + a 

H2(Z1#Z2) = -K H t< z ■■ )H ?< z ?) 

*1*2 ♦ a 

n-1 
H (z,.....z ) = - K IH (z,, . . . » zj ) 

z,• • • Z n + a J=1 

• Hn.j(Zj + 1i...<zn)i n = 2» 3» . . . . < A-10) 

We can now take the multidimensional inverse z- 

transform of Equation (A—10). The time domain results are* 
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h 2*k1' k 2* 

h1<k> - (—a)
k_1 # 

= -Kr^^r1 (-a)k2'1 - C-a)k2_kl <A-11) 
a + a2 

and so forth. 
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APPENDIX B 

THE PRINCIPLE OF CONTRACTION MAPPING C403 

THEOREM: If the function F(x) of a cingle variable is a 

contraction! that is* if there exists a constant 0<C<1 such 

that 

IF(x> - F(y)l < Clx-yl. <B-1> 

For all possible values of x and y* then F(x) has a unique 

fixed point x=x*. Moreover* the sequence of iterates 

defined by Equation (3. 3-3) converges to this fixed point. 

An upper bound on the error for stopping at the j,h 

iteration is given by 

I x*-x. I < x, —x0 1. (B-2) 
1-C 

PROOF: Since the function F(x) is a contraction* if there 

exists a fixed point* it is unique. Now suppose x* is a 

fixed point of F(x>* let us prove that the sequence defined 

by Equation (3.3—3) converge to x*. It follows from 

Equation CB-1) and x#* F(x*>. xj * FCij-,) that 
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I x* —X j I ■ IF< x*) - F< Xj-i) I < Cl x* —x, I. <B-3> 

Similarly 

Ix^-x,., I £ CI x*-xj_ 2 I, <B-4> 

lx* -x1I < Clx*-x0I. (B-5) 

Substituting each of these inequalities into Equation <B-3)# 

we obtain 

lx*-x, I < C* lx*-x0l# <B-6> 

Since 0<C<1# C**0 as J+» . Hence# 

lim Xj * x*. <B-7> 

and the algorithm converges to xsx*. Let us prove the 

existence of and derive Equation <B-2>. 

First show by mathematical induction that: 

IXj + i*-X|l ^chxi-Xol. (B-8) 

Clearly Equation (B-8) is true when j=0. Suppose now# 

Equation <B-8) is true for j«=n-l where n is an integer 

greater than zero. That is# 
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I * n+1 “ X n I <I C" 11 X -g — X o I • <B-?> 

It follows from the induction hypothesis that 

! X n 4,1 X n I “ f" n ) * X n ■ l ^ <B-10> 

^ C IXnMXn.f I 

< C-Cn'1lx1-x0l 

* Cn I *1 -x0 I. (B-13 > 

<B-12) 

<B-11> 

Equation <B-10> shouts that Equation <B-B) is true for j=n 

whenever it is true for j=0 and j=n-l. It is therefore true 

for all n. 

Now let j be a fixed integer k>j. From the Triangle 

Inequality» 

lxk-Xjl = I (x^-Xk.-i ) 1 + 1 (xk.i ”Xk.2 ) l+«. . . » -H ( Xj + i~x ( ) I (B-14) 

It follows from Equations (B-8) and (B--14) and the fact that 

0<C<1 that 

1 lxk-xk.i l + lxk..,-xk.2 lxj + 1-x,l. <B-15> 

I xk —x, I £ (Ck*1 ♦ 

= cUl + c -*• c2 

(B-16) 

<B-17> 

< C‘<1 + C ♦ C2 +, (B-1B) 
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The expression in the parenthesis is the well-known 

geometric series that converges to 1 for C < 1 hence. 
1 - c 

lxk - xj I < C I x 1 - x0l. (B-19) 
1-C 

Since C*+ O as j *oo the sequence <Xj> converges to some 

limit. It follows from Xj+1“ F(Xj) and uniform continuity 

of F(x). Hence x* is indeed a fixed point of F(x>. Since 

k>j is any integer Equation. (B-19) must hold when k ■* oo. 

but 

lim xk * x* (B-20) 
k-MD 

so as k ->00. Equation (B-19) reduces to Equation (B-2). 
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APPENDIX C 

APPROXIMATE LINEAR DECONVOLUTION (INVERSE FILTERING) 

Inverse (deconvolution) filtering» C383 for practical 

reasons must be done in a finite number of terms. Such an 

inverse is unlikely to be exact» therefore an approximate 

inverse mill be determined. For this problem» let the input 

to the system be x» and the output be y. The linear system 

producing this output y from the input x will be denoted by 

B, and can be represented by its coefficients b. True to 

linear systems theory» we have the following input-output 

relation. 

y * b * x. (C-l) 

The b's are the coefficients describing the system B. We 

can expand Equation (C-l) according to the definition of 

linear convolution. 

y(t) ° bQx(t) + b1x(t-l) + b2x(t-2) +».... (C-2) 

On the other hand» if we are not given the input x» 

but instead know the ouput y and the system coefficients b» 

can we calculate the input x? This problem is known as the 
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inverse problem* a problem of deconvolution. The solution 

to this problem depends on finding another system A with 

coefficients a such that the output of A is “x a close 

approximate to x. 

As in the forward convolution problem* we can 

represent the inverse convolution by* 

x = a * y. <C-3> 

This can be expanded into 

x « a0y(t> + a1y(t~l> + a2y(t-2> +*.... (C-4) 

According to the shorthand notation used by Robinson 

we can represent the coefficients b by a wavelet 

b *= (b0, b1* b2» • • • * b„)* (C-5) 

and a by 

a = (a0* a1* a2*. .. * am). (06) 

If there existed an exact inverse A such that x=x 

then 

a * b B (a0* a1 *. . . *am)«(b0* bi*. . . * bn) 
B (1*0*0*.. . ). (C“7) 
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As indicated initially» for a realistic system we desire a 

finite number of coefficients a and therefore will only be 

an approximation to the desired input x. 

Let the system be described as in Figure C. 1. 

FIGURE C. 1 

Figure C.l can be described in terms of the wavelet 

representation as shown in Figure C.2. 

FIGURE C.2 

Let us call the output of Figure C.2» the 

approximation to the input x* c. 
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c * a * b “ <co* c1 *. . . * cm + n) (C-B) 

Since the desired response for the inverse filter is 

(1*0*0*...) u>e would like to have (c0* c-)*...* cm+n) approach 

this desired response. Choose the approximate inverse -Ca> 

such that 

(1*0*0*...) ™ (CQ * c1 *. . . * cm+n) 
s ( 1—CQ * **c •)*... * —c m+ n) ( C*9 ) 

has minimum energy. In other words* we would like <a> to be 

the minimum least square approximate inverse to <b>. If 

this is the case* let us call the error energy I* and let it 

be defined by 

I « (l-c0>
2 + (-C!>2 +*...* + (-cm+n)

2. (C-10) 

Expanding this equation we obtain 

I = l-2c0 + c
2 +c2 +*...* + c*+n (C-l 1 ) 

m+n 
« 1 - 2c0 + £, c] • (C-12) 

i«=0 

We can now write Equation (C-12) in terms of a and b 

m 

s*0 
= t * (C-13) 
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Therefore 

m+n m 2 

1*1“ 2a0b0 + X < I a8bt. 8 ) <C-14> 
t=0 s=0 

The error energy I can nou be minimized by setting the 

partial derivatives with respect to each of the a8's equal 

to zero. We therefore obtain m+1 equations in the m+1 

unknowns a0* a1 *. . . * am. 

m+n m 
91 *= -2 b o + X 2( X a8b|. s )bt «O (C-15) 
9 a g t=0 s—Q 

m+n m 
91 * X 2< I a$bt• s >b*., = 0 (C-16) 
9a1 t=0 s=0 

m+n m 
81 * X 2( 2 a8bt.8 >bt.m * O. <C-17> 
9a2 t=0 s=0 

The above equations are solved for the a's of the desired 

approximate inverse filter* in a straight forward manner. 
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